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Established in 2010, Buruj Cooperative Insurance Company (Buruj or the company) is a midsized insurer operating in Saudi Arabia. Buruj is rated Baa2 for insurance financial strength
(IFSR). The outlook was changed to positive from stable, reflecting: (i) its improved and
sustained strong profitability, both in terms of underwriting profit and bottom line, with
a 5-year average combined ratio (COR) of 86.8% and 5-year average return on capital
(ROC) of 21.2% on a Moody's basis in 2017 compared to weaker metrics of 105.7% and 1.7%
respectively in 2015; (ii) the improved capitalisation, resulted from an organic growth in
consolidated equity (shareholders’ and policyholders’) of 72.9% to SAR403.8m ($107.6m)
at YE2017 from SAR233.6m ($62.3m) at YE2015. This growth resulted in improving capital
adequacy metrics with gross underwriting leverage of 2.1x at YE2017 (3.1x at YE2015) which
we expect to improve even further thanks to profitable results; and (iii) Buruj's marginally
strengthened mid-market position and brand, becoming the fifteenth largest player in 2017
in the Saudi Arabian market in terms of contributions (premiums) written.
The affirmation of the Baa2 IFSR also reflects Buruj's: (i) strong asset quality, with the vast
majority of investments held as cash, bank deposits and investment grade Islamic sukuk
bonds, translating to a low high risk assets (HRA) as a percentage of consolidated equity of
29.7% at YE 2017; and (ii) improving sophistication in reserving with actuarial-led reserve
setting and monitoring.
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Credit Strengths
» Strong asset quality as reflected by HRA % Shareholders' equity of 29.7% which has continued to improved
» Improving trends in underwriting profitability as reflected by the strong combined ratio
» Mid-sized insurer in Saudi Arabia with a growing brand despite being recently established

Credit Challenges
» Concentration in motor and medical insurance portfolios
» Geographical concentration in Saudi Arabia
» Weaker capitalisation metrics, but improving and less pressured by investment volatility when compared to GCC peers

Rating Outlook
The change in outlook to positive reflects our expectation that Buruj will maintain its improved profitability and mid-market position
and thereby further grow and aide its capital adequacy. Moody's expects to resolve the positive outlook for Buruj in the next 12
months.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade
» Capitalisation improves further with GUL of below 2x
» Profitability is maintained with ROC levels consistently over 12% and COR below 90%
» Market share increases to around 2% whilst gaining a top 10 market position
» Buruj achieves wider geographic diversification, with profitable underwriting positions in the broader GCC region

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
The rating may be affirmed with a stable outlook if:
» Capital position deteriorates, with GUL increasing to over 3x or loss of major cedents in the reinsurance program occurs
» Significant deterioration in the underwriting performance, with COR of above 100% for several years
» Deterioration in invested asset quality with HRA equating to over 50% of consolidated equity
» Significant reduction in market share

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Key Indicators
Exhibit 3

Buruj Cooperative Insurance Company [1][2]
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[1] Information based on IFRS financial statements as of Fiscal YE December 31. [2] Certain items may have been relabeled and/or reclassified for global consistency.
Source: Moody’s Investors Service; Company Filings

Detailed Rating Considerations
Moody's rates Buruj Baa2 for insurance financial strength which is line with the adjusted rating indicated by the Moody's insurance
financial strength rating scorecard.
The key factors currently influencing the rating and outlook are:
Market Position and Brand: Baa - Mid-sized player in Saudi Arabia
Buruj is a medium-sized player in Saudi Arabia. It’s market position improved in 2017 to no. 15 from no. 18 in 2015 aided by the
good top line growth. The market share slightly improved from 1% to 1.4% during the same period. Saudi insurance market is highly
competitive, given the dominant position of the top 5 insurers which represented 66% of the market in terms of premiums in 2017.
Despite this, Buruj's gross contributions increased in 2017 by around 17% while continuing to maintain its underwriting profitability. We
expect Buruj to continue to maintain its market share in Saudi Arabia profitably and will continue to monitor any developments.
Product Focus and Diversification: Baa - Concentrated in motor and medical
Concentrated within Saudi Arabia, Buruj’s GPW mix is typical to most GCC insurers with large contributions from motor (54%) and
medical (37%) in 2017, leading towards considerable concentration to these lines. From total motor premiums, Around 70% was
from third party liability (TPL) insurance in 2017, a line we generally consider to be risky. However, we note that exposure to TPL was
intentional as Buruj has experienced better results. In addition, the majority of the premiums are from personal lines, but we note
that there is some corporate exposure as well. Retention rates vary depending on the line of business, with high retention in motor
and medical, which is typical among most insurers in the GCC. We expect current product mix to remain relatively the same in the
medium-term.
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Asset Quality: A - Conservative invested assets mix is credit positive
Buruj's invested assets mix is relatively conservative compared to most GCC peers. HRA (includes equities, real estate, below
investment grade and unrated fixed income securities) as a percentage of shareholders' equity was 29.7% at YE 2017, low compared to
most GCC peers. The ratio improved from 32.8% at YE 2016 owing to the higher capital base. Overall HRA was only 15% of invested
assets. Around 79% of investments comprised of cash and bank deposits while 8.5% was from fixed income investments. We note that
conservative investment strategy has always been the case for Buruj with majority of its investments within Saudi Arabia (excluding the
GCC fixed income securities).
Reinsurance recoverable as a percentage of shareholders' equity was 30.9% (36.3% at YE 2016), the improvement was again owing
to the stronger capital base. We derive comfort from the highly rated reinsurance base with presence of both international and local
reinsurers. Goodwill and intangibles was 3.9% of shareholders' equity at YE 2017 and comprised mainly of deferred acquisition costs.
Exhibit 4

Asset quality metrics improved in 2017 due to wider capital base
Buruj's asset quality metrics
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Capitalisation: A - Strong profitability promoted organic capital growth
Buruj's capitalization has per our expectation, continued to strengthen in 2017 following a strong year of profitability. Consolidated
(shareholders' and policyholders') equity increased to SAR404 million at YE2017 from SAR327 million at YE2016. With this, the GUL
improved to 2.1x at YE 2017 from 2.3x at YE 2016 (YE2015: 3.1x). While the ratio is still somewhat weaker compared to most GCC
peers who typically have GULs of less than 2x, we expect it to continue to improve given our expectations around Buruj's continued
profitability and resulting organic growth in equity.
Additionally, Buruj's regulatory Solvency ratio was strong at 337% in 2017.
Profitability: A - Stringent underwriting upheld bottom-line growth
Buruj's profitability has been on an improving trend in the past few years aided by its stringent underwriting discipline. The COR was an
impressive 77.7% in 2017 although increased slightly from 75.5% in 2016 due to an increase in the loss ratio (60% in 2017 vs 54% in
2016) driven by higher claims in the medical insurance segment, this was somewhat abated by the lower expense ratio (18% in 2017
vs 22% in 2016). The 5-year average (2017-2013) CoR was 86.8%. Aided by the strong underwriting coupled with better investment
results in 2017, Buruj reported a net profit of SAR108.0 million (2016: SAR92.8 million). This translated to an excellent ROC of 28.3% in
2017 (2016: 31.5%), the 5-year average ROC (2017-2013) was 21.2% in 2017.
We expect Buruj will continue to generate profitable bottom-line results aided by (1) strong underwriting discipline and (2) its stable
investment results generated by the relatively conservative invested assets.
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Reserve Adequacy: Baa - Strengthened reserves following Actuarial assessments
The company had to strengthen reserves in 2014-2015 due to new actuary led reserve calculation requirements. The external actuarial
led reserving has brought some sophistication to reserve setting as well as adequacy and has also driven adequate pricing changes at
Buruj and the wider Saudi industry. Additionally, given the company’s low severity, high frequency book and short-tailed products,
reserving risk is generally considered low.
Financial Flexibility: Baa - No debt in the balance sheet
Buruj is listed in Saudi stock market and is positive as it provides Buruj access to the Saudi capital market as well as more transparency.
The main source of additional capital would be through the existing shareholders as the debt markets in Saudi remain relatively
underdeveloped. The largest shareholder is Gulf Insurance Group (rated A3, stable for IFSR) and owns 28.5% of the company. The
rights issue of SAR120 million in 2015 was subscribed by all the major shareholders. There is no debt in the balance sheet and the
company has no plans of borrowing either.
Operating Environment: Baa - Adequate environment due to strong Saudi Arabian econimy but underdeveloped insurance
market
Buruj operates predominantly in Saudi Arabia, which is rated A1 with a stable outlook. The credit strengths underpinning Saudi Arabia's
A1 rating include (1) low, albeit rising, government debt; (2) high external liquidity; and (3) prudent financial system regulation.
The credit challenges Saudi Arabia faces include (1) an economy that is still heavily dependent on oil; (2) a narrow tax base that is
vulnerable to oil price volatility; (3) relatively high unemployment; and (4) geopolitical tensions with Iran. The insurance market is still
in a developmental stage, with growth potentially volatile and with some large risk concentrations particularly to compulsory lines such
as motor and medical. This along with over-provision of insurance products leads to significant levels of price competition.
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Rating Methodology and Scorecard Factors
Exhibit 5

Financial Strength Rating Scorecard [1][2]
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[1] Information based on IFRS financial statements as of Fiscal YE December 31; [2] The Scorecard rating is an important component of the company's published rating, reflecting the standalone financial strength before other considerations (discussed above) are incorporated into the analysis
Source: Company annual reports and Moody's workings

Ratings
Exhibit 7

Category
BURUJ COOPERATIVE INSURANCE COMPANY

Rating Outlook
Insurance Financial Strength

Moody's Rating

POS
Baa2

GULF INSURANCE GROUP K.S.C.P.

Rating Outlook
Insurance Financial Strength

STA
A3

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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